Abstract. The paper presents motion analysis of dynamic models of systems with flexible mechanical components and subjected to position and kinematic programmed constraints, which can be imposed as control goals, work or service task demands. The constrained dynamics is derived using an automated computational procedure dedicated to constrained systems. The procedure was successfully implemented to rigid models. A class of systems composed of flexible parts and subjected to programmed motions is considered in the paper. The novelty of the approach is in possibility of analyzing system motions, including vibration, in the presence of programmed constraints. The constrained motion is examined using a crane model equipped with a flexible link. The example delivers a realistic work situation, in which the crane carries loads and moves according to programmed constraints put on its trajectory and velocity.
Introduction
Manipulators with flexible links are more difficult to model and control due to flexibility effects. The flexible link model can be approximated by some methods and the resulting dynamics and their simulated motions may differ. The review and comparison of modeling methods for flexible link manipulators is available in [3] . Most of robots equipped with flexible arms are required to perform tasks and their motions are considered as constrained; see e.g. [1, 2] and references there. These motions are defined as constrained maneuvers when a robot moves and its end-effector interacts with the environment, e.g. a surface [2] . These maneuvers include, e.g. grinding, cutting or polishing stationary or moving surfaces. Also, effects of contact forces on required joint torques are determined and simulated for different contact surfaces. In [1] constrained motion is understood as motion of a plane, on which a robot end-effector is to move. In [4] it is assumed that measurable joint variables are limited to rotor angles and its velocities, and a feedback controller able to drive a manipulator to a desired configuration specified in link angles with a desired contact force is designed. In these and other works reported in literature, no task based constraints, related to services or other performance requirements for flexible models are considered and incorporated into their constrained dynamics. Motivated by these, the paper presents MATEC Web of Conferences 211, 03006 (2018) https://doi.org/10.1051/matecconf/201821103006 VETOMAC XIV motion analysis, including vibration, of system dynamic models with flexible components in their structures and subjected to position and kinematic constraints, which are referred to as programmed. They are imposed as control goals or service task requirements. The system model is derived by the computational procedure dedicated to constrained dynamics generation. It provides reference dynamic models, satisfying all constraints upon them. The procedure enables automated generation of constrained dynamics and it was successfully implemented for rigid models [5, 6] . It serves both reference and control oriented dynamics derivation and the final dynamics models are obtained in the reduced state form. Machines composed of flexible subsystems are prone to vibration in some work regimes, e.g. when fast accelerated motions are needed. It may affect system performance and disable realistic controller designs. The novelty of the presented method is in its ability to analyze any system reference motion, including flexible link vibration, in the presence of programmed constraints. The results of this analysis can contribute to verification of a system behavior when it is subjected to programmed constraints and help to specify these constraints properly. The reference motion is examined using a crane model with a flexible link. The crane carries loads and moves along specified programmed constraints put on a trajectory resulting from its workspace or with desired velocity resulting from a specific load. The example delivers a realistic work situation for the crane. Simulation results present crane reference motion analysis and may help design controllers effectively. 
Constrained dynamics model of a crane with a flexible link
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This vector contains independent and dependent coordinates: 
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The programmed constraints are imposed on the end-effector E motion. It moves along the elliptical trajectory as projected on the plane (0) (0)x y and the coordinate (0) E z is a given time function. Thus, the dynamics equations are supplemented by the programmed constraints:
According to constrained dynamics derivation method [5, 6] , constraints (5.1) and (5.2) are differentiated: in its ability to analyze the system reference motion in the presence of kinematic task-based constraints. The results of this analysis can contribute to verification of a system behaviour when it is subjected to given kinematic constraints, help to specify desired task-based constraints properly, e.g. put tighter velocity limits, and to design controllers correctly. The reference motion performance is examined using a crane, which works carrying loads and has to move according to specified programmed constraints, a trajectory which results from the crane workspace. The example delivers a realistic work situation for the crane. Simulation results present reference motion performance of the crane model and they may be indications to motion controller designs.
